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Citizen Scientists
More than science 

assistants?
Most Citizen Science Projects rely on citizens to

• Collect data to be used by scientists or

• Analyse large datasets provided by scientists

In these cases citizens act as science assistants [1].

Studies originating and run predominately by 
citizens tend to be focused on action rather than 
contributing to scientific literature [2].
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Aquaponics

The Survey

The Diary

Can  filter view by
• System Type
• Media Type
• Climate zone
• Hours sun winter
• Hours sun summer
• Affected by climate
• Season
• Country
• Heated tanks

As well as water, fish food 
and general comments
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Role of Professionals
• Provide the website
• Advertise opportunity via forum
• Observe how citizens conduct research
• Disseminate results to 

• interested citizens 
• science community

The Scientific Method is defined as systematic observation,
measurement and experimentation, the formulation,
testing and modification of hypotheses. (Oxford Dictionary).

Participants in the project partially fulfilled all these steps.

Did citizens do real science?

One of their research questions
Question : Did high pH levels affect plant growth?

Looked for existing sources of  knowledge: eg popular 
aquaponic sites recommend pH of 6.5 to  7 allow 
update of nutrients (eg iron) by plants.

Collected data: 4 participants have pH >8, all other 
participants had lower pH levels.

Looked to their own experience:
• “Most of my Kale is fine but some have yellowing 

leaves “
• “my plants look health and my fish are thriving 

so no  problem”

Experimented with different pH level and found it 
made no difference to their plants.

Concluded high pH is not a big problem
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“Goldfish used to prove
viable conditions prior to
introducing channel catfish
to raise for harvest”
Member Gene

“Rhubarb grew well at
beginning but rot set in just
before maturity, lost all
plants 1 by 1.” Member
Kitacooch

“Basil is a rocket! We
planted as a companion to
tomatoes and they just took
off” Member Sharon
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Commitment and Motivation
What motives the citizens to be prepared to contribute 
long term to valuable research?

It was found that the participant’s experience in 
running aquaponics was a key factor. Experienced 
contributors were
• More than twice more likely to contribute to the 

survey
• More than five times less likely to contribute more 

than 2 entries to the diary
• Less likely to raise research questions (all research 

questions were raised by novices)
• Less likely to contribute to finding answers (all 

research was done by novices)

Those who had most to benefit from learning were the 
most motivated [4].

There was little evidence of detailed analysis and comparison of
available data, although there is evidence that they did access
data in other diaries. For example one of the systems with high pH
added iron supplements which would affect the results, but this
was not raised by any of the participants.

Further research could inform the type and level of guidance or
training required to enhance the ability for participants to analyse
the resulting data.

What data did they collect?
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Research Questions
Can citizen scientists be “real scientists”?

By observing the actions of citizens in a science project
where they are involved in all steps, do citizens
conduct “real science” ?

What is a suitable area for this research where citizens
• are already involved
• like to experiment
• can collect structured data
• raise questions (hypothesis) that can be 

answered by the collected data

Home based aquaponics satisfies this.

Role of Citizens

51%  had a diary
22%  survey only

25% added their system details but nothing else

Measuring Motivation
Two areas - varying commitment and research value

• The effort required for the survey is minimal
although it provides valuable data

• The effort required for the diary is significant, but
provides valuable data for detailed analysis.

Citizens can contribute to either or both.
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Novice Experienced

Age of system when joined site
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Location Participant’s country 

But - the way they attempt answer their 
research question was practical rather scientific

“It works for me so it must be right”
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